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Hard and wear resistant coatings are widely used as tribological layers to protect tools from wear,
oxidation and corrosion. Characterizing the deformation behavior of coatings is essential for
understanding wear mechanisms and to design multi-layered coatings that withstand severe working
conditions. Micro-mechanical properties of Ti(C,N) and Zr(C,N) coatings deposited by chemical vapor
deposition on a WC-Co cemented carbide substrate were examined by micro-compression testing using
a nanoindenter equipped with a flat punch. Scanning Electron Microscopy, Focused Ion Beam, Electron
Backscattered Diffraction and Finite Element Modeling were combined to analyze the deformation
mechanisms of the carbonitride layers at room temperature. The results revealed that Ti(C,N) undergoes
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a pure intergranular crack propagation and grain decohesion under uniaxial compression; whereas the
fracture mode of Zr(C,N) was observed to be inter/transgranular failure with unexpected plastic
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deformation at room temperature.
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1. Introduction

The increase of production efficiency in metal cutting industry is vital for the reduction of manufacturing
costs. This can be achieved by developing coated cemented carbide systems that can withstand high
cutting speeds and severe service conditions. Hence, the strategy is to focus not only on the design of
new cemented carbide substrate, but also on the design of thin hard films with optimized properties by
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tailoring their composition, texture and particle size among others [1]. Moreover, both high hardness and
adequate toughness are essential for the thin layers and their combination with the cemented carbide
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substrate [2], given that high hardness come at the expense of toughness and vice versa [3].
The present study deals with micro-mechanical investigations of transition metal Zirconium and Titanium
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carbonitrides (Zr(C,N) and Ti(C,N) respectively) coatings deposited by chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
on WC-Co cemented carbide. They both have good combination of high hardness and adequate
toughness [4] and comparable physical properties [5,6]. However, they present different performances
during metal cutting applications [7]. Then, in order to understand this different wear behavior, it is of
great importance to investigate their deformation mechanisms at the micro-scale, such that micromechanical response may be correlated to microstructure features.
Studies on single crystalline and sintered transition-metal carbides (TMC) flourished between 60s and
80s due to historical reasons [8]. The focus was on studying the mechanical properties and plasticity at
high temperature of these compounds [9–18] because of their outstanding potential in extreme
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environment such as aerospace applications and metal cutting. From late 90s on, as it was understood
that different hybrid properties (ceramic and metal-like) in these materials originated from their electronic
structures and atomic bonding, and with the boost of computing capabilities, extensive fundamental
research based on the first principles calculations has been conducted to explain their mechanical and
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physical properties [19–29]. In general, it is agreed that the TMC are ductile at high temperatures, yet
they are brittle at room temperature and fail through cracking because of limited or absence of
dislocation activity. Recently, Kiani et al. have proven through Transmission Electron Microscopy in-situ

dislocation motion along two active slip systems [27].
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compression of ZrC single crystals that they deform, indeed, plastically at room temperature through
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Nanoindentation is the standard and most frequent method used to characterize mechanical properties
of thin film materials [30]. Accordingly, studies on deformation mechanisms of thin films variants of
transition-metals carbides/nitrides (TMC/N) were mainly performed through micro/nano-indentation
experiments combined with modeling [31–36]. Intergranular shear sliding is identified as a common and
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important failure mechanism in these studies. Nevertheless, investigation of the deformation
mechanisms from the residual imprints is not always easy because of the multi-axial stress-strain
created during indentation [37–41]. Micro-compression test has shown to be a more adaptable method
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to investigate the micro-mechanics on a small defined geometry [42], and it has the advantage - over
nanoindentation - of a relatively more uniform stress-strain field [41]. This testing technique has gained
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increased interest in the recent years to acquire knowledge on the micromechanics that govern
deformation mechanisms in different classes of materials [40,42,43], including brittle materials as the
biggest challenge of premature failure during testing is circumvented by the miniaturization of the tested
size [44]. However, this technique is fundamentally used to characterize single crystalline materials.
Analogous studies for hard coatings are scarce, and to the best knowledge of the authors, microcompression investigations of polycrystalline hard coatings are limited to few studies [30,45–50], and for
transition metal carbonitrides are rather missing.
In order to fill the missing gap of the current knowledge in terms of deformation mechanics of TMCN, we
present and compare results on deformation of hard coatings (Ti(C,N) and Zr(C,N)) during micro-
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compression. The target is to reveal which are the microstructural features that controls the mechanical
properties and deformation behavior in polycrystalline coatings produced in industrial CVD reactor. The
study is mainly composed of two sections. The first one presents the general results and basic
observations, which are the starting point for the upcoming discussions. In the second section, the
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influence of the adopted experimental protocol on the results is reviewed based on Finite Element
Modeling (FEM) and other investigations. Then, the deformation mechanism of each carbonitride coating
is presented based on Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) and Electron Backscattered Diffraction
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(EBSD) results.
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2. Experimental

2.1. Coating deposition

Each Ti(C0.5,N0.5) and Zr(C0.5,N0.5) coating was deposited on a WC-6wt%Co substrate at around 900 °C
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in a hot wall CVD reactor using TiCl4, ZrCl4 and CH3CN as gas precursors. The final thickness of the
coating was 5 µm. A thin TiN layer of 0.3 µm was previously deposited on the cemented carbide to
enhance the adherence of the carbonitride coating and hinder reactions and diffusion with the substrate.
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2.2. Pillar milling

EP

(See Figure 1). Mechanical properties of the materials taken from literature are shown in Table 1.

Because a flat and roughness free surface is required for pillars fabrication, the surface topography
inherited from the coating growth process was gently smoothed by a stepwise polishing up to 1 µm. To
avoid damaging the coating and limit the residual stress changes - which could be inflicted during
polishing - low rotation speed and force were applied with the use of a diamond suspension (ranging
from 9 µm to 1 µm) sprayed on polishing cloth. The sample was mounted in a FEI Helios Nanolab
Dualbeam 600 SEM/FIB that operates with gallium (Ga) ion beam. To achieve the final shape of the
pillar three annular milling steps are used with a current decreasing from 21 nA, 0,92 nA to 0,28 nA.
Many challenges were faced during the milling as the following scope statement must be respected for
reproducible experiments: (a) A standard aspect ratio of 1/3 (diameter/height) should be maintained [51].
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(b) The pillar must be based and emerging from the coating (i.e. direct contact with the substrate must
be avoided) to reduce as much as possible the substrate compliance and response during compression
(Figure 1 (a), (b)). Because of the latter condition, the pillars have a relatively higher tapering angle
varying from 4° to 6° since an additional fine-mill ing step to reduce the tapering would mill the whole
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layer and reach the cemented carbide substrate. Subsequently, the final pillar diameter ranges from 1
µm to 1.1 µm and the length from 3 µm to 3.4 µm. Our effort came up short to suppress the irregularities
at the pillar base, as it is an intrinsic property of the coating itself related to the orientation of the grains
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that influences the material removal rate (Figure 1 (c)).
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Figure 1:

2.3. Compression test

Compression tests were performed with the aid of a Hysitron Tribo-Indenter TI 900, equipped with a
Performech controller and a 5 µm diamond flat punch. The loading function is a displacement controlled
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with a constant rate of 3 nm/s and a maximum depth of 120 nm. Twelve pillars were tested for each
coating following the same experimental strategy.

After the compression test, inspection was conducted with Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). The

EP

irregularities around the pillar and the non-flat base surface make the determination of the actual pillar
height very difficult. Hence, the numerical estimation of engineering strain was not possible to determine
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with a simple equation and requires rather Finite Element Modeling (FEM) for each case. As mentioned
above, further fine milling could suppress easily both the tapering and irregularities; nevertheless, the
pillar would be based on the substrate and the assessment of the pillar’s referred base (for strain
calculation) will remain still not accessible, as the pillar would be in this case partly submerged in the
substrate.
Therefore, the engineering stress (quotient of applied force and the top area of the pillar) versus
displacement are the chosen parameters for the representation of the curves. We note that the raw data
is plotted without fitting or smoothing the curves.
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2.4. Finite Element Analysis (FEM)
A 3D finite element analysis with ANSYS APDL was done to have an overview of the stress distribution,
the elastic deformation and the interaction between the pillar, coating, bonding layer and the substrate
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during the compression test. The polycrystallinity of the coatings and multiple phases in the substrate
phases were reduced to an isotropic and homogeneous condition for each material. The different
properties of the coatings were taken from reference [6] and for the substrate from the Sandvik
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Coromant R&D database (Table 1). A displacement controlled loading function was simulated.

Material
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Table 1: Mechanical properties of different materials (* [6]; ** Sandvik Coromant database) .

Young´s

Shear modulus

modulus E

G (GPa)
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(GPa)

405

172

Ti(C0,5,N0,5)*

463

194

TiN*

465

189

WC-Co**

626

257
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Zr(C0,5,N0,5)*

2.5. Electron Backscattered Diffraction (EBSD) characterization
Analysis of compressed pillars (in terms of cracking, microstructure and deformation) was conducted on
a lamella taken from the pillar and prepared with a procedure similar to the one used for preparation of
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) samples. First, the pillar was covered by Platinum (Pt) which
was deposited with Electron Beam Induced Deposition (EBID) and subsequently with Ion Beam Induced
Deposition (IBID). In this way, the surface of the pillars was not damaged when working with ions for
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cutting and transferring the lamella and sharp edges could be maintained during the final polishing with
ions. This lamella was milled at the pillar center with Focused Ion Beam (FIB), lifted out with an
OMNIPROBE manipulator and deposited on a TEM grid holder for final polishing on a single side only,
leaving the sample rather thick (about 500 nm) since electron transparency is not required. Finally,
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EBSD was conducted in reflection mode with an EDAX Hikari system. As the EBSD surface is very
sensitive to surface condition [52], low current and acceleration (11 pA and 5-2 kV respectively) voltage
was used during the final polishing of the lamella in order to minimize any possible damage with Ga+
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ions.

Diffraction patterns were obtained in reflection mode at 20 kv acceleration voltage, 11 nA current and a
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20 nm step size. Subsequently the raw data was processed and analyzed with OIM 7TM Data Analysis
software. The processing consists of defining a grain as an island of at least five adjacent points with a
maximum misorientation of 5 degrees. Afterwards the confidence index (CI) was standardized across
each grain and finally noise and poor data were filtered by a cut-off of CI=0.09. No morphological
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operation (e.g. dilation operation) was used to enhance the representability of the EBSD maps.
The choice of EBSD for orientation imaging comes from the fact that it has a series of advantages over
conventional TEM (i.e. using the spot diffraction patterns), among others being faster, automated for
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mapping, easier and with higher angular accuracy [53]. Moreover, it provides additional information
about the long range and short range misorientation character like Kernel Average Misorientation (KAM)
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[54] and is more adapted for studying polycrystalline materials (Since for TEM, the sample has to be
tilted according to the zone axis of each grain).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Stress-Displacement curves

3.1.1. Ti(C,N) coating
The deformation of pillars starts with a linear regime followed by pop-ins (or strain bursts), afterwards
catastrophic failure occurs immediately (see Figure 2 (a)). Indeed, if we consider that the pop-in load
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state as the yield strength, then a high yield strength of 14 GPa was reached which is comparable to
some of the highest yield values reported on compression tests of hard materials: CrAlN/Si3N4 (16 GPa)
[47], ZrB2 (13.4 GPa) [55], GaN (7.8 GPa) [56] and WC (6.6 GPa) [57]. No clear deformation insight
could be extracted after complete destruction of the pillar apart from the fact that the debris have the
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shape of the initial columnar grains (see Figure 2 (b)). Thus, to preserve the pillar integrity after the
compression test and to unveil the origin of pop-ins, the flat punch was quickly unloaded after the
appearance of a pop-in in the stress-displacement curve.
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Figure 2:
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Subsequently, using this method has enabled, on the one hand, the observation of the deformation
inflicted on pillars and, on the other hand, to correlate the observed event in the curves to the changes of
the pillars. Figure 3 shows intergranular crack formation at the circumference of the pillar after
appearance of the pop-in.

3.1.2. Zr(C,N) coating
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Figure 3:

For the Zr(C,N) coatings the curves look in general similar to Ti(C,N); the curves start with linear
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behavior followed by a pop-in. Thereafter, if the experiment is not terminated, a catastrophic failure will
take place. However, two major differences compared to the behavior of Ti(C,N) coatings were noticed:
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(a) The stiffness of Ti(C,N) coating is higher than the Zr(C,N). (b) The cracking related to the pop-ins is
different, in comparison to Ti(C,N), which is generally partial cracking on the top surface following an
undefined pattern giving the impression of a mixed inter/intragranular propagation behavior (see Figure 4
(b) and (c)).
Figure 4:

Figure 5 (a) (which presents a summary of all the curves for both coatings) indicates that stressdisplacement curves are reproducible and similar with a leaning for each coating. The ultimate strength
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is similar among most of the curves, however, the pop-ins occur at higher displacements for Zr(C,N)
which is an indication of superior toughness compared with Ti(C,N). The small disparities within each
coating family are more related to the variations of tapering angle from one pillar to another, which
affects the stiffness directly. H. Fei et al. [41] have shown that if the tapering angle is lower than 5°, then
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its effect is negligible on the stress. The same tendency can be recognized in Figure 5 (b) where the
slope of stress-displacement curves were plotted against the tapering angle of each pillar. We observe

Figure 5:
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3.2. Influence of the substrate during compression

SC

that when the tapering angle is higher than 5° the disparities between the points increase.

Depending on the experimental setup, the base substrate below the coating can have a major impact
during compression. Thereby, the deformation mechanisms of the pillar coating can be influenced and
the stiffness will be affected [46] . In the present study, sink-in of the pillar during compression is reduced
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by higher taper angle [41]. Indeed, the deformation could be probed also from the substrate instead. On
the one hand, the topography of the substrate at the micrometric scale is wavy and we could have a
pillar based directly or very close to the substrate even if the pillar’s base is not showing any trace of it.
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On the other hand, the local properties of the cemented carbide may not be uniform owing to a randomly
distributed WC grains in a cobalt matrix [58]. To investigate these effects, serial cross sections with the
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FIB were conducted for a destroyed pillar, which has been stressed up to 14 GPa (Figure 6 (a)). The
cross section in Figure 6 (b) shows that 1 µm coating (including the TiN bonding layer) separates the
pillar from the substrate and no damage was detected in the vicinity of the supporting coating even with
the diamond flat punch crushing of the debris against the supporting coating during catastrophic failure.
This result is in a good agreement with finite element modeling. We can see in Figure 7 that the major
displacement/deformation is localized and maximum at the pillar top part, and it is compressive following
a gradient along the Y axis. More importantly in this discussion, the displacement is confined within the
carbo-nitride coating, which is in consistency with our experimental setup. Thereby, considering these

ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT
results, cracking of the supporting interlayer (between the substrate and the coating) during pillar´s
compression is discarded.
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Figure 6:
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Figure 7:

In case the pillar is sitting directly on very soft spot on the substrate (formed mainly by cobalt), the pillar
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acts as an extension of the flat punch and consequently the substrate is indented/probed first because it
is softer than the coating, then at a certain stress state the coating starts to deform. This assumption is
proven in comparing the curves of a compliant WC-Co substrate pillar, a Ti(C,N) pillar settling on a
similar WC-Co substrate and a normal pillar (Figure 8). We notice clearly that the first half of the red
curve (corresponding to the coating pillar based on the substrate) overlaps the substrate curve (green
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curve), then at a higher stress the slope of the red curve become more regular and similar to the normal
pillar curve (blue). In short, this means that in case of a pillar located near a softer substrate spot, we will
see a non-linear stress-displacement curve during the early stages, and then this result will be

Figure 8:
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discarded.

3.3. Deformation mechanisms
The discussion of results must consider that the pillar compression is performed on polycrystalline
material with a variety of grain sizes including small and bigger crystals, which means that every pillar
has different distribution of grain size, crystal orientations and defects (CVD cooling cracks). This fact
makes each pillar respond relatively different toward the applied load. Besides, it has been reported that
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the scattering of the results increases as the size of the pillar approaches the microstructural dimensions
[30,45,59].

3.3.1. Deformation mechanisms of Ti(C,N)
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For Ti(C,N) an elastic deformation was first observed, followed by the pop-in which corresponds to crack
initiation between the grains (Figure 2). It is then suggested that the failure takes place according to
purely columnar grain dissociation or intercolumnar cracking.
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Yong et al. [35], performed nano-indentation with a spherical diamond indenter to investigate the failure
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modes of Ti(C,N) coating. They also stated inter-columnar cracking along the grain boundary as the first
failure event, which took place as the indentation load increased. The location of these cracks within the
Ti(C,N) layer corresponded to the highest calculated strain energy density with FEM. Calculating the
same parameter in our FEM model in Figure 9, we find out that that inter-columnar cracking occurred at
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the apex part where also maximum strain energy density was calculated.

Figure 9:
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Similar columnar grain decohesion during pillar compression has been reported by Yu Zou et al. [45] for
Nb-Mo-Ta-W high entropy alloys (HEA) having similar characteristics (polycrystalline, columnar
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structured, generally brittle at room-temperature and high yield strength). They noticed that pillars having
a diameter more than 1 µm experienced cracking at the top and cracks propagate along the grain
boundaries showing intergranular fracture. They draw an analogy to bundled bamboos to describe the
structure of the columnar grains inside the pillar, and suggested that it is like if the compression was
performed on a discrete array of single-crystalline pillars, and if the deformation in each grain cannot be
accommodated by its neighbors, it may lead to crack initiation along the grain boundaries [45]. The
reason behind this mechanism could be attributed to the low cohesive strength at the grain boundaries of
this HEA alloy [45,60,61].

ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT
In Figure 10, an example that endorses strongly this assumption is shown. The post-compression SEM
images of Ti(C,N) pillars shows an evident decohesion of the grains and cracks follows perfectly the
intergranular pattern. This extended decohesion is translated by a non-linear stress-displacement curve
after elastic part (Figure 10 (c)). Furthermore, topography/steps on the pillar top surface is spotted which
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specific to each grain orientation after dissociation.
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is probably attributed either to the grain sliding or to the elastic recovery (after unloading) that became
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Figure 10

Summarizing the deformation mechanism of the Ti(C,N) pillar can be resumed as following: in the
beginning the polycrystalline Ti(C,N) pillar deforms elastically toward the applied load as one structure.
As the deformation continues, the stress is accumulating at the grain boundaries as they are the weak
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spots in the structure and also because each crystal has a specific stiffness (according to its orientation).
When higher stresses are reached, the grains begin to slide along the grain boundaries. Then, at a given
critical load, cracks will initiate at the top face of the pillar as a result of maximum strain energy in this
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region, then they will propagate along the columnar grain boundaries which causes grain decohesion
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and finally catastrophic failure (Figure 2 (b)).

3.3.2. Deformation mechanisms of Zr(C,N)
The fracture images of the Zr(C,N) pillar showed that the crack pattern is different compared to the
Ti(C,N) pillar (discontinuous partial cracking and undefined pattern (Figure 4)). It can be assumed that
the crack propagation shows a rather random pattern and mixed mode (inter/intragranular). In addition,
no decohesion and no steps (on the top face) between the grains were seen, and the cracks were fine
and difficult to observe (in some cases) which may indicate a high cohesive strength between the grains.
Nevertheless, two important facts were noticed during the compression of Zr(C,N) compared to Ti(C,N).
First, few pillars did-not show pop-ins even at stresses exceeding 12 GPa. SEM examination of the
pillars after compression test did not reveal any structural changes in the pillars. This led us to retest
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these resistant pillars until a pop-in took place. Surprisingly, when comparing the curves of the 1st and
2nd compression (Figure 11) the outcome was a strain hardening behavior like the one observed in
metals. This may be considered as a clear indication of a plastic deformation for Zr(C,N) pillars. The
second fact was that in one Zr(C,N) pillar endured material extrusion at the top ring and buckling was
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also recognized at the same side ( Figure 12 (a)). To investigate the deformation mechanism, a cross
section was performed at the middle of the pillar and interestingly buckling was noticed at the right side (
Figure 12 (b)). Afterwards, a lamella was extracted from this pillar to observe closely the inner
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microstructure with EBSD ( Figure 12 (c)). Similar procedure was done for a deformed Ti(C,N) pillar (
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Figure 12 (d-f)) and both results are compared and discussed in the following section.

Figure 11:
Figure 12:

3.4.1. Inverse pole figure (IPF)
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3.4. EBSD analysis
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Figure 12 (c) and (f) presents the IPF map of Zr(C,N) and Ti(C,N) pillars after the compression tests
respectively. Polycrystallinity, randomness of the texture and the columnar microstructure of the pillars
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are visible. The Zr(C,N) has a buckled shape compared to Ti(C,N) especially at the right side where we
can see that the obvious buckling ( Figure 12 (b)) is coming from a single elongated grain.

3.4.2. Schmidt factor

The Schmidt factor was calculated (Figure 13) individually for each grain considering a perpendicular
compression and presumably one active slip system: 001 〈110〉 for Zr(C,N) [11,27] and 110 〈110〉 for
Ti(C,N) [14,28]. Due to the scarcity of data in carbonitride systems and the similar properties between
carbides and carbonitrides, this data was taken from ZrC and TiC respectively. We would like to
emphasize here that for ZrC, Schmidt factors were calculated by considering only one slip system as, on
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the one hand, it is the favorable one due to easy shear in comparison to 110 〈110〉 [27] and, on the
other hand, we wanted to test minimal conditions to expect activation of slip systems in ZrC grains.
High Schmidt factor means that either the proper orientation (before compression) was favorable for
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plastic deformation or that it is a result of a crystal rotation. For Zr(C,N), interestingly, maximum Schmidt
factor is observed at the grain where material extrusion originated from, and the buckled grain (at the
right side of the pillar) exhibits a gradient of the Schmidt factor (Figure 13 (a)). Moreover, by comparing
the distributions in Figure 13 (d), we can discern a higher and sharp Schmidt factor distribution for
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Zr(C,N) shifted to high values that are close to the maximum theoretical value of 0.5. In other words, in
contrast to Ti(C,N) (Figure 13 (b)) where random values are spread over the map and the corresponding
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distribution is spread, Zr(C,N) grains with high Schmidt factor corresponds to the areas where
deformation was observed. These observations are an indication that higher Schmidt factors are not only
related to the initial state, but also as a result of grain rotation. Arguably, in our experiments the pillar (as
one structure) would in extreme conditions experience a maximum strain of 3.3% and it is far from
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causing such grain rotation effect. However, again we draw the attention that, on the one hand, the pillar
has tapered geometry, which results in a concentration of most displacement at the upper part. On the
other hand, the pillar is composed of polycrystalline grains, which are depending on the orientation, grain
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size, contiguity to other grains and location in the pillar, are more or less prone to deform. Accordingly, to

Figure 13:
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have a better insight, the calculation of a misorientation parameter will be of relevance.

3.4.3

. Misorientation analysis

Misorientation is considered to be an indication of strain distribution in the material [62]. Besides, earlier
studies on FCC materials have shown that the increase of misorientation is linearly related to the square
root of the strain (θ∝√ɛ) during cold deformation [54,63,64], and it was experimentally proven that when
the strain increases, the misorientation distribution is shifted toward higher angles and the angular
spread increases as well [54,63,65].
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In Figure 14, misorientation mapping is used to calculate the misorientation of each pixel within a grain
with respect to a user defined reference point (selected at the bottom of each grain). This parameter was
calculated for both Ti(C,N) and Zr(C,N) and has given a strong confirmation of the postulated
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presumptions.
A clear misorientation gradient is visible along the loading vertical axis for Zr(C,N) grains, not only on
particular regions but rather on the entire pillar structure. Actually, this misorientation tendency is not
related to the deposited state but rather to the deformation, since firstly, the observed vertical gradient
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cannot be produced by thermal residual stresses, which are acting horizontally; and secondly, residual
stresses are relaxed gradually during successive annular milling of the pillar [66,67] and during the
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lamella preparation [68]. Therefore, the observed gradient means that not only some grains underwent a
deformation, yet every component had absorbed the strain energy plastically. However, as discussed
before, some grains are more prone to deform than others.

To highlight the strong gradient in

misorientation, a line is sketched to calculate the profile vector on each map and the result is presented
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in Figure 14 (c) where we can see quantitatively the strong gradient within Zr(C,N) grains. Similar
deformation gradient was observed in the FEM model of strain energy density (Figure 9).
The occurrence of gradients is a sign that the grains have undergone a partial rotation to accommodate
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the strain energy. In a study about the development of gradient orientations at different grain scales
Gurao et al. [69] confirmed that in microcrystalline FCC grains, plastic deformation is carried by
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crystallographic slip that contributes to evolution of orientation gradients through the formation of Grain
Boundary Affected Zone (GBAZ) that takes over a major fraction of the entire grain [69]. Same
observation is valid for Zr(C,N) grains in the pillar investigated, knowing that Zr(C,N) is an FCC rock salt
structure where C and N atoms occupy interstitial octahedral sites [70], and generally transition metal
carbides deform on slip systems analogous to FCC metals [71]. Particularly, it was reported that the
mechanical response of ZrC in compression is similar to FCC metals rather than a B1 structured ionic
compound [27].
Another misorientation parameter called Kernel Average Misorientation (KAM) was calculated. It has
been shown that the latter is correlated to the deformation microstructure and can be used to study the
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evolution of the substructure during deformation [54,69]. Analyzing the results in Figure 14 (d), we can
see that the KAM distribution is shifted and slightly wider for Zr(C,N) compared to Ti(C,N). It may appear
that the difference is more or less small, however, the KAM was calculated across all the grains in the
pillar and also similar differences can be observed for Nickel subjected to increasing strain [54]. Besides,
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it has been stated that a good correlation between Schmidt factor and KAM values [69] exists. Then
looking back at the higher Schmidt factor results, there is a clear indication that the strain has contributed
to this higher propensity. We emphasize that the references cited for the gradient formation in the
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microstructure are for FCC materials deformed during rolling. The latter could be considered as
compression in the direction of rolling plane normal [72] which have similarities to our micro-compression
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test and will induce similar effects.

Calculation of Geometrically Necessary Dislocation (GND) from the misorientation measurements for
Zr(C,N) is not precise because of the finer grain size and more importantly to the poor indexing at the
grain boundaries.
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For the case of Ti(C,N) no gradient is noticed and rather higher misorientations are located at the grain
boundaries. As a result, unlike the Zr(C,N) which is deforming as a single structure, Ti(C,N) behaves as
discrete arrays of grains sliding to each other and deforming independently. This confirms the earlier
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Figure 14:

EP

discussions for the deformation mechanism of Ti(C,N).

Summarizing, plastic deformation in ceramics at high temperature is a known fact, and since the 50s and
over the past, many studies focused on high temperature plasticity for B1-type structure materials.
However, dislocation motion and plasticity at room temperature is rather a recent topic. Kiani et al. [27]
proved (using in-situ TEM compression tests) that ZrC monocrystals (which are very similar to Zr(C,N):
same B1 lattice, comparable mechanical properties) underwent a plastic deformation at room
temperature. They also mentioned that carefully prepared polycrystalline transition metal carbide
samples may also undergo plastic deformation at low temperatures upon the fact that multiple slip

ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT
systems are active at room temperature [27]. The brittleness of the pillar is related mainly to the
polycrystallinity of the pillar and multi-interfaces (due to the micron/sub-micron grain size) that exerts and
limits dislocation motion [3]. In literature this phenomenon is introduced as the “microstructural
constraint” (coating microstructure here) which is in addition to the “dimensional constraint” (pillar size in
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our case) that monitor together the dislocation mechanics and hence deformation mechanisms [73–75].
For the brittle failure, the bulk fragile properties take over as a general yielding at the end of the
experiment test, which eclipses the local micro-phenomenon occurring at the grain scale. Indeed, the
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fracture probability of brittle materials decreases for smaller sizes [74] as the miniaturization of the
dimension reduces the density of critical defects that causes brittle facture in ceramics. Hence, as the
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experiment progresses and the probability of a brittle fracture decreases, the internal mechanisms in the
grains will take place and plastic deformation can be noticed. Besides, and for an analogy, compression
test performed on even bulky (couple of millimeters sized) brittle materials showed that there is a critical
size where the deformation switches from brittle to ductile [76]. In other words, having an extended and
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lasting plastic deformation perceivable in our experiments depend on three things: the intrinsic factors
(orientation and grain size), the type and density of grain boundaries and finally the size of the tested
sample.

EP

The strong brittleness of Ti(C,N) is mainly attributed to low cohesive strength at the grain boundaries as
demonstrated before. Nevertheless, the question about the absence or existence of plasticity within
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single Ti(C,N) crystals at room temperature cannot be addressed in this investigation. In-situ TEM
compression of single crystals would be an effective technique to approach this question. Still, we
suggest that the absence or limited dislocation mobility is more intrinsically related. On one side, if we
compare the carbides variants (which are comparable to their carbonitrides counterpart), we find that TiC
has only one active slip system 110 〈110〉 [14] at low temperatures in contrast to ZrC which has two
active slip systems active at room temperature 001 〈110〉 and 110 〈110〉 [27]. On the other side,
mechanical properties of TMCN are intrinsically related to the electronic structure formed by the ternary
compound (Transition Metal, Carbon and Nitrogen), an assumption which was supported earlier by Bilyk
[4]. The nature and relative strengths of metal-metal and metal-carbon/nitrogen bonds change with the

ACCEPTED MANUSCRIPT
valence electron concentration (VEC) in the lattice [19] which makes for example plastic deformation
pathways, ductility and hardness vary from TiC to ZrC [27]. Jhi et al. have explained these complex
electronic interactions for TiCxN1-x when nitrogen is replacing carbon in the interstitials sites. They
established an evolution of the shear modulus C44 with VEC for TiCxN1-x (0≤x≤1), and found that
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maximum hardness is obtained for VEC = 8.4. Besides, they stated that C44 is a good parameter to
quantify the resistance of plastic deformation and finally, expected that the same results are to be valid
also for other transition metal alloys [19]. Later, Ivashchenko et al. have obtained similar results and
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explanations for TiCxN1-x [21] and more interestingly for ZrCxN1-x as well [22]. Thus, as the same
explanation of hardness dependence on the nature of bonding is valid for Ti(C,N) and Zr(C,N), and as
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C44 shear modulus is a good parameter to quantify the resistance of plastic deformation for transitionmetal alloys [19], then if we compare the corresponding C44 values of each type of coating, we can have
a direct idea about the ease of plastic deformation in each case. In doing so, the calculated values are
C44(TiC0.5N0.5)=188 GPa [21], C44(TiC0.5N0.5)=185 GPa [23] and C44(ZrC0.5N0.5)=158 GPa [22], and we
can see clearly that it is higher for the former. Finally, this means that the brittleness of Ti(C,N) is not

4. Conclusions

EP

temperatures.
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only related to low cohesive strength between grains, but also to limited dislocation activation at low

AC
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Throughout different techniques and investigations, the deformation behavior and micro-mechanical
properties at room temperature of Ti(C,N) and Zr(C,N) CVD coatings was evaluated. Both Ti(C,N) and
Zr(C,N) exhibited high yield strength of 14 GPa. Results revealed that Ti(C,N) undergoes a pure
intergranular crack propagation and grain decohesion. Zr(C,N), in addition to its high strength and other
outstanding properties, has attested for unexpected plastic deformation at room temperature and
formation of strain gradients, as revealed by EBSD analysis. The brittle behavior of Ti(C,N) is dominated
by low cohesive strength along the grain boundaries and reduced dislocation activation at low
temperatures. Taking into consideration that macroscopic deformation is scaled even on the mesoscale
[54], the results presented in this work may explain the enhanced performance of Zr(C,N) under cycling
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thermo-mechanical loads by the combination of high hardness, better cohesive strength and its intrinsic
plasticity compared to Ti(C,N).
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TABLES

Material

Young´s

Shear modulus

modulus E

G (GPa)

(GPa)

405

172

Ti(C0,5,N0,5)*

463

194

TiN*

465

189

WC-Co**

626

257
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Zr(C0,5,N0,5)*
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Table 1: Mechanical properties of different materials (* [19]; ** Sandvik Coromant database) .
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FIGURES

Figure 1: (a) Cross section image (SEM) of Zr(C,N) and (b) Ti(C,N) coatings investigated. Surface topography can be

EP

seen at the edge. White dashed line indicates the position where pillars were milled. (c) Final pillar shape
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milled from Ti(C,N) coating.
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Figure 2: (a) Stress-displacement of a Ti(C,N) pillar (b) Destroyed Ti(C,N) pillar after completion of the loading
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function.

Figure 3: (a) Cracks (white arrows) at the sides of Ti(C,N) pillar following intergranular path which can be seen in the
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corresponding top view in (b).

Figure 4: (a) Stress-displacement for selected Ti(C,N) and Zr(C,N) pillars, the stiffness slope is extended. (b), (c) Top view of two
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Zr(C,N) pillars after compression. The crack propagation mode seems to be a mixed inter/intragranular mode.
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Figure 5: (a) Recap of all stress-displacement curves. (b) Slope of stress-displacement curve vs tapering angle.

Figure 6: (a) Destroyed Ti(C,N) pillar after compression. (b) Corresponding FIB cross section showing no damage in
the supporting interlayer.
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Figure 7: FEM model of Uy displacement (m ) at 90 nm penetration depth for Ti(C,N) (a) and for Zr(C,N) (b).
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Figure 8: Comparison of deformation between three assemblies: Normal experimental Ti(C,N) pillar (blue curve),
Ti(C,N) pillar settling directly on a substrate (red curve) and a pillar carved from a substrate.
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Figure 9: FEM model of strain energy density (J/m ) at 90 nm penetration depth. The energy density is maximum
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at the circumference of the pillar’s apex region.
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Figure 10: (a) Topography steps on the top surface of the pillar indicating independent elastic recovery for each
single grain.

(b) Associated top-view showing decohesion of the grains and cracks following
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grain sliding.
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intergranular patterns. (c) Corresponding stress-displacement curve showing non-linear behavior due to
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Figure 11: Comparison between two successive compression tests for a Zr(C,N) pillar. Strain hardening is
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perceived during the 2nd punch.
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Figure 12: Comparison of yielding events between Zr(C,N) (a-c) and Ti(C,N) (d-f). (a) Yielding at the top side part of
a Zr(C,N) pillar. (b) Corresponding FIB cross section according to the vertical axis at the middle. (c)
Corresponding Pole Figure map along the vertical axis. (d) Grain slide at the side of a Ti(C,N) pillar. (e)
Corresponding FIB cross section according to the vertical axis at the middle. (f) Corresponding Pole Figure
map along the vertical axis.
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Figure 13: Schmidt factor map for Zr(C,N) (a) and Ti(C,N) (b) (Map legend in (c)). (d) Schmidt factor distribution in
Zr(C,N) and Ti(C,N).
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Figure 14: Misorientation analysis with respect to a reference point for (a) Zr(C,N) (b) Ti(C,N). (c) Misorientation profile
according to the drawn line (a) and (b). (d) Kernel Average Misorientation (KAM) of Zr(C,N) vs Ti(C,N) calculated
across the entire pillar.

